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Welcome
Molly and Friends has been a leading U.S. manufacturer of
Handmade, Premium cat furniture since 1997. Our products
promote a level of Excellence through the Care and Quality
standards of each individual item.

When it comes to the concern of cats, we stand behind our product
line and know we retain the integrity of building furniture that is
Durable, Safe and Fun!
What Does QUALITY Mean To Us?
When we say “Handcrafted”, we mean “Care”. Our furniture is crafted
by a team of experts who are truly passionate about producing
something a cat will enjoy for a long time. Our items are built to Last,
with Strong, Sturdy and Durable materials. Each item undergoes
a quality control process which insures each piece is carefully
assembled and packaged.
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Welcome
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Components
All Molly and Friends Furniture comes in a variety of carpeted
or sisal-ed shapes, sizes and colors! Mix and Match to fit your
decor or go with our wide selection of neutral tones.
Standard Carpet Colors may very slightly with each dye lot.

Tan

Hunter Green

Grey

White

Blue

Brown

Burgundy

Black

Custom Orders:

Warning:

Most models are made with “parts or poles”. Your
model may be made with solid color or mix the parts
and poles colors as desired. Examples - brown parts/tan
poles. The base will be the same color as the parts.

Model’s use is intended for cats only. No human use is intended as
serious injury, including death could occur while climbing on or playing
with furniture. Furniture could also break or become damaged when
used or abused by humans.
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Welcome

Components
Alley Part
Pole- Solid Pine

Tunnel Part

Lolli-Pop Part

12” Tunnel Part

Can be Carpet, Sisal
or combination

House Part

Cradle Part
Upright Tunnel Part

Thin Cradle Part

Inverted Tunnel Part

Molly Part
Bed Part

Welcome
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Small

Every Cat or Kitten needs a heavy duty
scratching post or cat tree! The smaller furniture is ideal for an apartment or
home with limited space. They are also
popular for older cats.
Kitty Cot
Model: MF-11
Description: Cradle on top of a 27”
sisal wrapped scratching post with on
a octagonal 18” x 18” carpeted base
Pieces: (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long,
3” deep

Kitty Cot
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Small

Sisal Scratching Post
Model: MF-2

Small Furniture and Scratching Post

Description: 17” scratching post wrapped
with sisal rope and capped with carpet
on a 12” x 12” base.
Pieces: 17” post wrapped with sisal rope

Horizontal Scratcher
Model: MF-3
Description: 20” horizontal sisal wrapped
scratching post with carpeted end-pieces.
Pieces: 20” horizontal sisal wrapped post

Horizontal Scratcher

Carpeted Scratching Post
Sisal Scratching Post

Carpeted Scratching Post
Model: MF-1
Description: 17” carpeted scratching post
on a 12” x 12” base.
Pieces: 17” carpeted post

Small
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Small Furniture and Scratching Post

Furniture Saver
Model: MF-4
Description: 24” sisal wrapped scratching
post with carpeted top on a octagonal 18”
x 18” carpeted base
Pieces: 24” sisal wrapped post

XL Furniture Saver
XL Furniture Saver
Model: MF-5
Description: XL 30” sisal wrapped scratching post
with carpeted center on an octagonal 18” x 18”
carpeted base
Pieces: 30” sisal wrapped post
Furniture
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Saver

Small

Tunnel Scratch
Model: MF-13

Small Furniture and Scratching Post

Description: A tunnel on two 12” poles with a
sisal-ed 31” scratching post on a 21” x 18” base.
Pieces: (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long

Tunnel Scratch
Feline Recliner
Feline Recliner
Model: MF-12
Description: Bed on top of a 27” sisal
wrapped scratching post on a octagonal
18” x 18” carpeted base
Pieces: (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Small
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Double Tier

The Double Tier Furniture is a great
option for cats. They come in a variety
of shapes and are still small enough for
older cats to jump and climb.

Molly
Model: MF-21
Description: Standing Molly tunnel with legs
and a tail
Pieces: (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long

Molly
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Double Tier

Double Tier Furniture
Two-Story Condo
Model: MF-22
Description: Two-story carpeted condo
with two platforms.
Pieces: 16.5” in diameter, 38” tall

Two-Story Condo
Tabby’s Hideaway
Tabby’s Hideaway
Model: MF-38
Description: Two-tier scratching post furniture with a cradle on a sisal-ed 30” pole and
a Molly tunnel on two carpeted 6” poles, all
on a 21” x 18” base.
Pieces: (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3”
deep, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long

Double Tier
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Double Tier Furniture
Simple Sleeper
Model: MF-23
Simple Sleeper

Description: Two-tier scratching post furniture
with a Bed on a sisal-ed 30” pole and a cradle
on a carpeted 15” pole, all on 21” x 18” base.
Pieces: Cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep,
bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Loft and Round
Loft and Round
Model: MF-34
Description: Two-tier scratching post furniture with a cradle on a sisal-ed 30” pole and
a tunnel on two carpeted 6” poles, all on a
21” x 18” base.
Pieces: (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3”
deep, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long
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Double Tier

Double Tier Furniture
Cradle Condo

Cradle Condo
Model: MF-26
Description: Two-tier scratching post furniture
with a cradle on a sisal-ed 30” pole and an
upright enclosed tunnel on 21” x 18” base.
Pieces: (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1)
tunnel 16.5” diameter, 19” long

Double Tier
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Triple Tier

The Triple Tier Furniture is fun and adventurous for cats of all ages. There
are many variations which can be
made including swapping a bed for a
cradle and visa versa.
Molly’s Choice

Molly’s Choice
Model: MF-44
Description: Three-tier scratching post furniture
with a bed on a carpeted 47” pole, a Molly
tunnel on a sisal-ed 24” pole, and a cradle on
a carpeted 12” pole, all on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1)
tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long, (1) cradle 16.5”
wide, 16” long, 3” deep
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Triple Tier

Triple Tier Furniture

The Lookout
Model: MF-43
Description: Three-tier scratching post furniture with a cradle on a carpeted 47” pole, a
lollipop on a 27” sisal-ed pole, and a bed on
a carpeted 12” pole, all on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3”
deep, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 13” long, (1)
bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

The Lookout

Tunnel of Fun
Model: MF-42

Tunnel of Fun

Description: Three-tier scratching post
furniture with Bed on carpeted 47” pole,
Tunnel on a sisal-ed 24” pole, Cradle on
carpeted 12” pole.
Pieces: (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep,
(1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 19” long, (1)
cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep

Triple Tier
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Triple Tier Furniture

Layabout

Layabout
Model: MF-41
Description: Three-tier scratching post furniture
with a cradle on a carpeted 47” pole, a bed on
a sisal-ed 30” pole, and a cradle on a carpeted
12” pole, all on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep,
(1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep
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Triple Tier

Quadruple
The Quadruple category of Molly and
Friends furniture have so many great
elements which allow cats to crawl,
climb, scratch and rest.

Whisker’s Way

Whisker’s Way
Model: MF-64
Description: Four-tier scratching post furniture with
a bed on a 60” pole, a Molly tunnel on a 40” pole,
a cradle on a sisal-ed 27” pole, and a bed on a 12”
pole, all on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1) tunnel
16.5” diameter, 16” long, (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16”
long, 3” deep

Quadruple Tier
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Quadruple Tier Furniture

Step Stool Sleeper

Fluffy’s Favorite
Model: MF-63

Fluffy’s Favorite

Description: Four-tier scratching post furniture
with a cradle on a 60” pole, a lollipop on a
40” pole, a bed on a 27” sisal-ed pole, and a
cradle on a 12” pole, all on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3”
deep, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 13” long, (1)
bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Step Stool Sleeper
Model: MF-61
Description: Four-tier scratching post
furniture with a bed on a 60” pole, a cradle
on a carpeted 47” pole, a bed on a sisal-ed
30” pole, and a cradle on a carpeted 12”
pole, all on a 24” x 24” base
Pieces: (2) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1)
cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep
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Quadruple Tier

Quadruple Tier Furniture

Tom’s Tower
Model: MF-62

Tom’s Tower

Quadruple Tier

Description: Four-tier scratching post furniture with a
bed on a 60”pole, a tunnel on a 40” pole, a cradle
on a sisal-ed 30” pole, and a bed on a 12” pole, all
on a 24” x 24” base
Pieces: (2) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1) tunnel
16.5” diameter, 16” long, (1) cradle 16.5” wide, 16”
long, 3” deep
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Large
The Large category of Molly and Friends
furniture bring an abundance of play
opportunity and can be customized in a
variety of shapes and carpet colors.
Stairway
Stairway
Model: MF-65
Description: A four tier scratching post furniture on a 24”
base with a bed on top of a 60” pole, a bed on top a
12” pole sitting in the next bed down on top a 12” pole
sitting in the next bed down on top a 12” pole with a
30” sisal pole along the back of the beds.
Pieces: (5) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep
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Large

Large Furniture

Jungle Gym
Model: MF-75
Description: Five-tier scratching post furniture with a bed
on a 60” pole, a cradle on a 47” pole, a lollipop on a
sisal-ed 30” pole, a bed on a 12” pole, and a tunnel on
two 6” poles, all on a 36” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1) cradle 16.5”
wide, 16” long, 3” deep, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 13”
long, (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 16” long

Pussycat Playground
Model: MF-76
Description: Five-tier cat scratching furniture with
a cradle on a 60” pole, a Molly tunnel on a 40”
pole, a bed on a sisal-ed 30” pole, a cradle on a
12” pole, and a tunnel on two 6” poles, all on a
36” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep,
(1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (2) tunnel 16.5”
diameter, 16” long

Jungle Gym

Large

Pussycat Playground
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Extra Large
The Extra Large category of Molly and
Friends furniture are sturdy, strong
and big! These are so much fun for
adventurous and large cats!

Pinnacle

Pinnacle
Model: MF-82
Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture with a
lollipop on top of three 83” poles with five staggered
thin cradles spiraling downward to another lollipop
on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 13” long, (5) thin
cradles 13” long, 15” wide, 4” deep
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Extra Large

Extra Large Furniture
Elevator
Model: MF-81
Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture with six bed areas on three 83” poles. Each bed is directly over the one below it, and the top five have openings in the bottom for the
cats to climb through. The condo sits on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) double rings 16.5” diameter, 6” deep, (3) rings
16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Elevator

Extra Large

Skyscraper
Model: MF-96

Skyscraper

Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture with
a bed next to a house on a platform atop four 66”
poles with a cradle on the top crossarm, a bed on
the bottom crossarm, and an inverted tunnel on a
24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (2) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep,
(1) house 19” tall, 16” wide, 18” long, (1) bed
16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (1) inverted tunnel 17.5”
diameter), 16.5” long, 14” tall
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Extra Large Furniture

Alleyway

Chimney Sweep
Model: MF-78
Description: A five tier scratching post furniture
with a ring with an enclosure A on top a 70” sisal
pole, a ring with enclosure A on a 54” carpeted
pole, a ring with enclosure A on top a 40” carpeted pole, a ring with an enclosure A on top a
24” carpeted pole and a fifth ring with enclosure
A on top of a 6” carpeted pole.
Pieces: (5) rings 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Alleyway
Model: MF-85

Chimney Sweep

Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture with five
alleys positioned at different angles on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (5) alleys 24.5” long, 13.5” wide, 6.5” deep
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Extra Large

Extra Large Furniture
Virgie
Model: MF-84
Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture
with a lollipop atop three 83” poles, followed by
a thin cradle, a bed, then a 12” tunnel, another
thin cradle, and a bed on a 24” x 24” base.
Pieces: (1) tunnel 16.5” diameter, 13” long, (2)
thin cradles 13” long, 15” wide, 4” deep, (1)
tunnel 13.5” diameter 24.5” long, (1) bed 16.5”
diameter, 3” deep

PiCasSo

PiCasSo
Model: MF-77
Virgie

Extra Large

Description: A five tier scratching post furniture on a
24” base with a cradle on top a 60” carpeted pole, a
ring with an enclosure A on top a 47” carpeted pole,
a cradle on top of a carpeted crossarm, a ring with
an enclosure A on top a 24” sisal pole and a cradle
on top a 6” carpeted pole. Unit is not one color.
Pieces: (3) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep, (2)
rings 16.5” diameter, 3” deep
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Extra Large Furniture

Sequoia
Model: MF-83
Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture with a bed
atop three 80” poles with an alley below that, then a
12” tunnel below that, followed by another alley and
then a bed on a 24” x 24” base. Each piece has an
opening in the bottom for the cats to climb through.
Pieces: (1) ring 16.5” diameter, 3” deep, (2) alleys 24.5”
long, 13.5” wide, 6.5” deep, (1) tunnel 13.5” diameter
24.5” long, (1) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Treehouse

Sequoia

Treehouse
Model: MF-91
Description: Deluxe scratching post furniture
with Cradle next to a house on a platform atop
four 54” poles with a bed on the top crossarm
and a cradle on the bottom crossarm.
Pieces: (2) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep,
(1) house 19” tall, 16” wide, 18” long, (1) bed
16.5” diameter, 3” deep
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Extra Large

New Inventory
These Items are recent designs
including condo’s and Mega Units
which are great for retail displays
and merchandising efforts.

PiCasSo

PiCasSo
Model: MF-77
Description: A five tier scratching post furniture on a
24” base with a cradle on top a 60” carpeted pole, a
ring with an enclosure A on top a 47” carpeted pole,
a cradle on top of a carpeted crossarm, a ring with
an enclosure A on top a 24” sisal pole and a cradle
on top a 6” carpeted pole. Unit is not one color.
Pieces: (3) cradle 16.5” wide, 16” long, 3” deep, (2)
rings 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

New
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New Inventory

Stairway
Model: MF-65
Description: A four tier scratching post furniture on a 24”
base with a bed on top of a 60” pole, a bed on top a
12” pole sitting in the next bed down on top a 12” pole
sitting in the next bed down on top a 12” pole with a
30” sisal pole along the back of the beds.
Pieces: (5) bed 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

Chimney Sweep

Stairway
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Chimney Sweep
Model: MF-78
Description: A five tier scratching post furniture
with a ring with an enclosure A on top a 70” sisal
pole, a ring with enclosure A on a 54” carpeted
pole, a ring with enclosure A on top a 40” carpeted pole, a ring with an enclosure A on top a
24” carpeted pole and a fifth ring with enclosure
A on top of a 6” carpeted pole.
Pieces: (5) rings 16.5” diameter, 3” deep

New

New Mega Displays
New Inventory

Ask
disp

Ask about our HUGE store displays!

Thes
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These large structures include all
the oversized components you see
which are functional for cats and
include a fun catwalk bridge.
These units draw attention to your
cat furniture retail area and give
customers a lasting impression!

Thes
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New
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New Inventory

Shipping & Discounts
Make Money Shipping! Ask to be included in our Bonus Shipping System!
Here’s how it works:
1. Order the best, premium cat furniture from us!
2. We will include extra pieces which will Retail over the cost of shipping.
That’s it. A simple, Easy and Effective system.

Contact us today!
email: sales@mollyandfriends.com
Please Include:
Model#, Quantities, Carpet Colors, Bonus and
Shipping Destination
We will get back to you with a final estimate.
Volume Discounts Offered (separate and exclusive from Freight):
$1,000 order and up = 5% Volume Discount
$3,500 order and up = 8% Volume Discount*
$7,500 order and up = 10% Volume Discount*
$15,000 order and up = 12% Volume Discount*

Order process varies based on quantity and
seasonal orders please contact us for a custom
estimate and time frame.
We are also able to ship on third-party accounts.

Molly and Friends Cat Furniture Company, Making Cats Happy Since 1997
The Furniture Your Cat Would Ask For, If Your Cat Could Talk!

